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HOUSE RULES MONTE CERVINO

DO’S

1.  Independent climbing is only permitted with a verifiable NKBV/KBF certificate or with demonstrable (lead) climbing  

 experience.

2.  It is mandatory to perform a partner check before each climb.

3.  Climbing is only allowed with CE-certified climbing equipment and ropes for which manufacturer-specified lifespan has  

 not been exceeded.

4.  The use of semi-automatic belaying devices is recommended.

5.  At all times the staff is entitled to request you to leave the climbing area if according to them an unsafe situation   

 occurs. 

6.  Monte Cervino is not liable for any damaged or lost property

7.  Immediately report unsafe situations to our staff at the bar.

DONT’S

8.  It is not permitted to release the brake rope while a climber is tied in, regardless of the device.

9.  Indoors, It is not permitted to climb with climbing equipment and/or other items hanging your harness and in your  

 pockets, with the exception of a chalk bag.

10. It is not allowed to self-belay, except for route setters/staff during work.

11. It is not allowed to teach belay techniques without permission.

12. No other position than a standing one is permitted while belaying. (Paraclimbers form the exception to this rule.)

13. It is not allowed to climb barefooted and/or lead-belaying without shoes.

14. Dogs are not allowed in the upstairs area/in the climbing area

15. Glassware is not allowed in the upstairs area/ in the climbing area

16. It is not allowed to climb/belay after consuming alcohol.

17. It is not allowed to run, play or lie on the mats. 

18. It is not allowed to be located in the fall zones if you’re not climbing or belaying.

LEAD CLIMBING INDOOR

19. Lead climbing is only allowed on the specially designated wall sections.

20. Clipping the fixed quickdraws is mandatory starting from the second one onwards.

21. When lead belaying, never stand more than 2 meters away from the wall.

22. On the lead climbing wall, top-rope climbing is only allowed when the anchor station is clipped. It is not allowed to   

 climb past the roof section.

LEAD CLIMBING OUTSIDE

23. Use appropriate equipment for lead climbing. Climbing to the top requires at least 70 meters of rope.

24. Wearing shoes/crocs while belaying a lead climber is mandatory.

25. Multi-pitch climbing is only allowed if it does not hinder other climbers.

26. Abseiling on the ‘Colonette’- wall is NEVER allowed. Abseiling from the ‘A-wall’ is only allowed during quiet hours and  

 after consulting the staff.

27. Clipping the quickdraws is mandatory starting from the second one onwards.

28. When lead belaying, never stand more than 2 meters away from the wall.

29. It is not allowed to enter the gravel pit without registration, (except for the Wu-Tang Clan.)

30. The wearing a helmet both climber and belayer is strongly recommended. Without is at your own risk. 


